Model Documentation Tiers
A Practical Guide
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INTRODUCTION
In a perfect world, where everyone has infinite time, all models would be documented extensively enough to be replicated. Unfortunately, time is not infinite, so for
the sake of efficiency, Nationwide Enterprise Model Risk Management categorizes models into one of three tiers. The tier 1 models are those that have the highest
material impact on Nationwide’s business interests. They are also often the most complex models, and thus, they need to be documented thoroughly. Tier 3
models have the least business impact and are often not complex, and tier 2 models fit somewhere in the middle. This document demonstrates how the tiering
system works at Nationwide Insurance and offers examples and explanations of documentation variation across tiers.
You can think of the tiering process a little bit like documenting your grandmother’s famous apple pie recipe. A fully documented, tier 1 recipe
will be the one you publish in a cookbook. You’d include pictures of key steps in the process, a list of ingredients, a detailed description of how
to complete the recipe, and maybe even nutrition information. A tier 2 recipe might be the one you share with friends on a recipe card. It might
include the ingredients and process steps, and perhaps a photo of the finished product, but it won’t be nearly as detailed. A tier 3 recipe is one
that you jot down briefly for a friend just to give them a sense of how pies are made – you’ll describe the process briefly, assuming that this
friend doesn’t need every single detail in order to understand pies. While financial models are not pie, thinking of documentation as a recipe
can be a useful way to understand model tier variation.

COMPARING TIERS
The difference in documenting your model based on its tier is a matter of depth and detail. Tier 1 model documentation is as detailed and deep as possible; the
goal is to give another person the tools to thoroughly reproduce the model. Tier 2 model documentation is about half as deep and detailed as Tier 1, and it should
allow a user to substantially reproduce the model, though some sections may be more descriptive. Tier 3 model documentation is briefer and more general; it
should offer the user a description of the major components of the model. In some sections, the depth and detail of the model documentation will be the same
across all tiers. In other sections, however, these amounts may vary depending on the model and the subsection being drafted.
Figure – Documentation Style by Tier

In general, Tier 1 model documentation tends to be more instructive, allowing for material reproducibility, while Tier 3 model documentation tends to be more
descriptive. Tier 2 document is a blend of instruction and description.
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CATEGORIES THAT REMAIN THE SAME ACROSS TIERS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model Overview
Model Uses
Model Requirements
Model Alignment
Model Testing And Model Controls
Document Version Control

These sections all contain primary descriptive, non-judgmental information, so the facts will be delivered with the same robustness regardless of tier. In general,
here are some best practices to apply to your model documentation as a whole:
•
•
•
•
•

Avoid describing complex math using only words. Instead, insert a formula and add a description that helps a reader understand the intended function.
Begin each section with a plain English sentence or paragraph introducing the content in that section. This high level explanation should be
understandable to anyone, even if they are not familiar with your model.
In general, write in direct, simple sentences.
Comment your code using plain English – while some people can read the code, it becomes much more usable with thoughtful comments.
Spell out acronyms.

CATEGORIES THAT VARY ACROSS TIERS
•
•
•
•

Data
Methodology
Assumptions
Process and Execution

These categories vary across tiers because the information in these sections do not carry equal importance across tiers. Remember, the goal with tier 1
documentation is to offer enough information to reproduce a model completely, whereas tier 3 document needs only to describe it. These three sections contain
the information most important to running the model, so the quantity of information provided can and will vary across tiers. For tier 2 and 3 models, most audiences
of the documentation will not need a full understanding of data, methodology, and assumptions. Additionally, because each of these categories contain detail and
inputs that are not relevant to all parts of the entire model, those details are what can be left out of tier 2 and 3 model documentation.

FEATURES OF VARIATION
There are five main features that vary across tiers:
•
•
•
•
•

Depth and Complexity
Use of Visuals
References
Mathematical Formulas and Code Sources
Instructions
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Depth and Complexity
Depth and complexity could be explained as a “show and tell” measure. Deep, complex documentation both shows a user how it works and explains the details. In
general, tier 1 documentation both shows data, methodology, and assumptions AND tells the reader how to enact them. Tier 2 documentation leans more heavily
on description, though it does demonstrate. Tier 3 documentation is nearly all “tell,” relying on description rather than demonstration to communicate the process.
This is the most shallow level of documentation.
For example, a recipe can tell you to remove the pie from the oven when it is done, but what if you’re not sure how to tell that it’s done? A complex, deep recipe
might show you how to know when to remove a pie from the oven by including description of the crust texture of the pie, how it should smell, and what color it
should be, perhaps even including pictures. Depending on how important it is the reader gets the recipe just right, you can choose which level of depth and
complexity to include.
The example below is from the process section of a model documentation methodology. It explains how a problem was solved. For brevity’s sake, diagrams have
been removed and replaced with bracketed explanatory text.
Tier 1
To solve these discontinuity issues, we developed a continuousscale version of the Markov switching model. Heuristically, this
model works as follows:
1.

Similar to simulating an Ito diffusion process, at each point
in time a random increment is added to the current value of
the process.

2.

Like an Ito diffusion, the magnitude of this increment is
Normal distributed, with a volatility possibly related to the
value of the process itself.

Unlike an Ito diffusion, this increment has a random
“expiration” date and is decremented from the process at
expiry.
So at every instant, there is a new random increment added to
the process, and possibly multiple expiring increments being
removed from the process. This heuristic is illustrated below:

Tier 2

Tier 3

To solve these discontinuity issues, we developed a continuousscale version of the Markov switching model. It is similar to an Ito
diffusion because, at every instant, there is a new random
increment added to the process, though unlike the Ito diffusion,
there are possibly multiple expiring increments being removed
from the process. The distribution of the expiration dates controls
behavior of the process. Very long-tailed distributions mean that
a particular rate level can last a long time before expiring. For
this model we assume that time to expiration is Pareto
distributed.

3.

[Diagram explaining Markov Switching Model]
The distribution of the expiration dates controls behavior of the
process. Very long-tailed distributions mean that a particular rate
level can last a long time before expiring. For this model we
assume that time to expiration is Pareto distributed. This
assumption leads to the following mathematics

Detailed
explanation
includes
comparison to
other models and
explanatory
diagrams that
“show” the
concepts

To solve these discontinuity issues, we developed a continuousscale version of the Markov switching model. For this model, we
assume that time to expiration is Pareto distributed.

This explanation
briefly “tells” how
the problem was
solved.

This explanation
includes some
depth and
complexity, but
the fine grain
details and
images are
omitted.

[Formulas and Derivations of underlying model]
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Use of Visuals
Visual aids in the form of charts, graphs, and tables take up valuable real estate in model documentation, but they also communicate detailed processes more
thoroughly than words alone. A tier 1 model uses visual aids the most extensively. You can expect to find charts, graphs, and tables that demonstrate data,
methodology, and assumptions. A tier 2 model will use some visuals, though not to the extent of a tier 1 model. A tier 3 model typically does not need to use
visuals, instead opting to describe in brief.
The example below is from the selection process section of a model methodology. You’ll note that the tier 1 uses charts and graphs extensively as well as
explanation of both those charts and the included formulas. Tier 2 relies mainly on formulas and description to demonstrate the process, and tier 3 is the briefest
example, using just two formulas and description to explain how the methodology was selected.
Tier 1

Tier 2

We posit that the tilt and flex score can be described with a
stochastic differential equation of the form

dx =  (x)  dt +  (x)  dW .

Our problem is to find

Tier 3

We posit that the tilt and flex score can be described with a
stochastic differential equation of the form

dx =  (x)  dt +  (x)  dW .

We further assume that

reasonable drift and volatility functions for this model. We further
assume that there is a steady-state distribution for these factors –
over a long enough time horizon the factors will fall within a
particular constant distribution. Together, these two assumptions
allow us to basic stochastic calculus results to estimate the drift
and volatility functions.

there is a steady-state distribution for these factors. Together,
these two assumptions allow us to basic stochastic calculus
results to estimate the drift and volatility functions.

[discussion of volatility, and Weibull/Normal transform cut for
space]

squared daily differences in the factor score as a function of the

Here are the historical sequences for these two processes.

A chart
shows the
historical
sequences.
In the full
sample,
there are
Figure – Historical Sequence for Tilt and Flex Scores
even more
charts.The big difference between these processes and the shift score

We posit that the tilt and flex score can be described with a
stochastic differential equation of the form

dx =  (x)  dt +  (x)  dW .

We further assume that there

is a steady-state distribution for these factors. Together, these
two assumptions allow us to use basic stochastic calculus results
to estimate the drift and volatility functions.

Volatility is easily estimated by noting that basic stochastic

  =  (x )

calculus shows E dx 2

2

 dt . By examining the behavior of

̂

score level itself (i.e. determining
from the daily squared
differences and computing the mean at each score level), we can
determine the appropriate volatility function for the data.
The next step is to fit a distribution to the long-run distribution of
scores. By construction, when we applied the Weibull/Normal
transform described above, the distribution of any score is
Normal with zero-mean. So we must fit a distribution to the
observed scores to estimate the sample mean (which we will
throw away) and the sample standard deviation (which we will
keep).

A more
extensive
description of
selection
process, but
without visual
aids. In a full
sample, there
will be some
accompanying
visuals.

A brief
description of
the selection
process

is that there are several complete cycles in the data and no
severe trends. Accordingly, we can reasonably use this data
alone to estimate the dynamics of these two score processes.
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References
Model development includes consideration of reference materials that may inform decisions, and support for modeling choices is a documentation requirement. In
tier 1 model documentation, white papers, articles, and other references are explained in extensive detail, describing how they relate to the model in addition to
including a link. Examples may even be included to further explain the choice. In tier 2 model documentation, the description is briefer, and a link is included. In tier
3 documentation, a link and a sentence or two of contextualizing information will suffice.
You’ll notice this delineation in the table below, which is an excerpt from a Methodology and Assumptions overview section. Note that in each tiering example,
there is a link. The difference is in the level of description of the reference and how it relates to the model.
Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

A common feature when designing risk-neutral rate models is the
no-arbitrage condition. While a complete technical discussion of
this condition is beyond the scope of this discussion, this
condition heuristically means that the yield curve levels and
dynamics should not allow one to make “free money”. For
example, consider borrowing money for one year. You can do
this by entering a one-year loan, or by entering a 20-year loan
and prepaying it after one year. The levels of rates at 1 and 20
years and the volatility of these rates must be such that one
funding approach is not guaranteed to be cheaper than the other.

A common feature when designing risk-neutral rate models is the
no-arbitrage condition. While no-arbitrage is essential in an asset
pricing model, it is a liability in a real-world risk assessment
model. A useful realistic generator will not allow “obvious”
arbitrages but will not be formally arbitrage free. (See Rebonato,
“Evolving Yield Curves in the Real World Measure: A SemiParametric Approach”) In general, this means that the model
should be complex enough that volatility behavior of rates should
not be readily discernible from a small sample of rates. The rate
model presented here certainly satisfies these requirements,
while no classical interest models can.

The no-arbitrage condition was considered in this model based on
Rebonato’s “Evolving Yield Curves in the Real World Measure: A
Semi-Parametric Approach”

From a modeling standpoint this condition requires a highly
restrictive linkage between the assumed rate volatility and the
model drift (e.g. the mean reversion tendencies of rates). This
restriction also limits the shapes of the yield curves that can be
generated by the model, and the limits the range of yield curve
evolution that can occur over time. These limitations are
generally very “unrealistic” and overly limit the types of scenarios
that can be generated
While no-arbitrage is essential in an asset pricing model, it is a
liability in a real-world risk assessment model. A useful realistic
generator will not allow “obvious” arbitrages but will not be
formally arbitrage free. (See Rebonato, “Evolving Yield Curves in
the Real World Measure: A Semi-Parametric Approach”) In
general, this means that the model should be complex enough
that volatility behavior of rates should not be readily discernible
from a small sample of rates. The rate model presented here
certainly satisfies these requirements, while no classical interest
models can.
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This Tier 1
documentation
includes an
example.

An extensive
explanation of
the no-arbitrage
principle and
how it applies
here.

All three tiers
include a link.

Tier 2 includes a
general description,
but not nearly as
extensive as Tier 1.
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Mathematical Formulas and Code Sources
Non-English language is often used in model documentation, so this section deals with the two most common forms: math and code. First, we’ll address the code.
Not all models have computer code, but when code is an important part of your model, it’s vital to comment it carefully. It is never appropriate to just direct a reader
to read raw code, as good comments make it easier for the reader to understand. For all tiers of documentation, include a link to your source code. For Tier 1, also
include a full description of what’s being done, any relevant mathematical functions, and a snippet of code as a demonstration or reference. For Tier 2, you may
omit the code snippet, but still describe what’s being done and how it relates to the math. For Tier 3 documentation, a brief description of the code will suffice.
Next, we discuss the math. Tier 1 documentation includes both mathematical formulas and descriptions of the math. Tier 2 documentation uses formulas to
demonstrate the key mathematical functions in the model, but may opt to describe simpler, secondary functions with plain English. Tier 3 documentation uses
formulas only briefly. If the math is simple, it can simply be described with words. Below you can find an example of the same functional form modified to
demonstrate the three tiers of documentation.
Tier 1
Completion factors are determined by each duration period.
Duration is the number of months from the incurred time period.
For example, a claim incurred in January 2019 and paid in
March of 2019 has a duration of three months.
The range of claims included in this calculation includes all
claims from inception through five months prior to the valuation
date. Completion factors less than .70 are considered noncredible and can produce unreliable incurred claim estimates.
𝑪𝑭𝒅 =

𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑑
∑𝑛𝑑= 1 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠

IBNP Estimate (for credible months)
The IBNP Estimate is determined by using the computed
completion factors from the estimate above for each incurred
period. The variable t is the incurred period.
𝑰𝑩𝑵𝑷𝒕 (𝑪𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒃𝒍𝒆) =

𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡
− 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡
𝐶𝐹𝑑

Tier 2

Tier 3

IBNP Estimate (for credible months)
The IBNP Estimate is determined by using the computed
completion factors from the estimate above for each incurred
period. The variable t is the incurred period. Completion factors
less than .70 are considered non-credible and can produce
unreliable incurred claim estimates.
𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡
𝑰𝑩𝑵𝑷𝒕 (𝑪𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒃𝒍𝒆) =
− 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡
𝐶𝐹𝑑

This model inputs completion factors and claims data to
calculate IBPN estimates for both credible and non-credible
months. Credible months are determined to be when the
completion factors are greater that .70. For non-credible
months, the IBNP is estimated by targeting a loss ratio equal to
the average of the most recent 12 credible months. The IBNP
reserve then is adjustment by adding 10% margin to the total
reserve. Lastly, the loss adjustment expense is calculated by
taking 5.5% of the total IBNP.

IBNP Estimate (for Non-credible months)
The IBNP Estimate is estimated by using a Target Loss Ratio.
The Target Loss Ratio is the average of the most recent 12
months of credible claims data. Earned Premium is equal to
EPx.

IBNP Estimate with Adjustment and Margin
IBNP Estimate (for Non-credible months)
Adjustments to the IBNP estimate may be added to each
The IBNP Estimate is estimated by using a Target Loss Ratio.
incurred month based on actuarial expertise and discretion. A
The Target Loss Ratio is the average of the most recent 12
10% margin is also added to each incurred period reserve.
months of credible claims data. Earned Premium is equal to
After the adjustments and margin and Total Reserve is
EPx.
calculated.
Formulas
are
12
𝑻𝑳𝑹 =

Formulas are only
included for key
steps in Tier 2
documentation.
Other steps are
described.

Tier 3 documentation
describes the math
with plain language.

∑1 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠
∑12
1 𝐸𝑃𝑥

included
Loss in
Adjustment Expense
Loss
Expense is calculated by taking 5.5% of the
each
stepAdjustment
of
𝑰𝑩𝑵𝑷
= 𝐸𝑃𝑥 𝑥 𝑇𝐿𝑅 − 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠
total
IBNP reserve.
Tier
1
IBNP Estimate with Adjustment and Margin
documentation
𝑳𝑨𝑬 = IBNP x 5.5%
Adjustments to the IBNP estimate may be added to each
incurred month based on actuarial expertise and discretion. A .
𝒕 (𝑵𝒐𝒏−𝑪𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒃𝒍𝒆)

𝑡

𝑡

10% margin is also added to each incurred period reserve.
After the adjustments and margin and Total Reserve is
calculated.
[Final steps cut for brevity’s sake]
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Instructions
Instructions apply mainly to the process and execution section of model documentation, which includes the Model Execution Process or User Guide. Tier 1
instructions are detailed the most fully. They’ll include screenshots, cell names, and highly detailed information that will allow a user to replicate a model process.
Tier 2 instructions may include some screenshots and details for the most complex parts of the model, but the simpler parts might just have summarized
instructions (such as “create pivot table”). Tier 3 instructions will be the least deep and complex, offering basic instructions so that a reader can understand how
the process works but not necessarily replicate it.
The example below is an excerpt that explains how to update a workbook with fresh data. You’ll note that the Tier 1 instructions include annotated screenshots
that help a user navigate the many parts of the workbook. Tier 2 documentation is detailed but doesn’t lean so heavily on visual guides. Tier 3 instructions are a
simple summary.
Tier 1
1.

2.

Update data referenced in pivot table to incorporate all
claims data, and then refresh pivot table.
a. Select Analyze | Change Data Source and update the
Table/Range to incorporate all claims data.
Insert a column to the right of the prior valuation month in
the section below the pivot table.
a. Copy prior month’s formulas (from the column
immediately to the left) into newly inserted column and
update for the current valuation month.

Tier 2
1.

2.

3.

3.

In Paid row of data:
a. Update each cell reference in that row to equal the
Grand Total row of the pivot table through most
recently available month of paid claims in pivot table
b.

4.

Enter a zero into any cell in the Paid row for any
months beyond the most recently available month of
paid claims in pivot table.
[steps cut for brevity’s sake]

4.
5.

Update data referenced in pivot table to incorporate all
claims data, and then refresh pivot table
a. Select Analyze | Change Data Source and update the
Table/Range to incorporate all claims data.
Insert a column to the right of the prior valuation month in
the section below the pivot table.
a. Copy prior month’s formulas (from the column
immediately to the left) into newly inserted column and
update for the current valuation month.
In Paid row of data:
a. Update each cell reference in that row to equal the
Grand Total row of the pivot table through most
recently available month of paid claims in pivot table.
b. Enter a zero into any cell in the Paid row for any
months beyond the most recently available month of
paid claims in pivot table.
In the Duration row, update formulas of each cell to
reference all columns, including current valuation month.
In the Adjustments row, copy over the blue text highlighted
cell formulas of that same row into all rows where the
Completion Factor value (the cell from two rows above) is
less than 0.70.

Tier 3
1. Update data referenced in pivot table to incorporate all claims
data.
2. Refresh pivot table.
3. Update all spreadsheets to reflect the current month’s
valuations and claims data.

Tier 2
instructions are
detailed, but
don’t usually
include images.

Tier 3 instructions are
direct and
comparatively simple.

In Tier 1 instructions,
images guide a user
through the instructions.
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CONCLUSION + RESOURCES
This document gives you a general understanding of how model documentation expectations are divided into three tiers at Nationwide. Below you can find more
resources to further your understanding and help you apply these expectations to your own documentation.
Resource

Description

Fully Tiered Sample (Albert ESG)

Model User Guide Template

This is a document that demonstrates the differences in tiers by taking a Tier 1 model and showing how the
documentation will change for Tiers 2 and 3 documentation.
You can use this template to begin documenting your model. It includes helper text that describes what to include in each
section.
You can use this template to get your user guide documentation started. It includes a template for a process flow diagram.

Model Requirements Template

This template will help you draft your model requirements page.

Risk & Control Matrix Template

You can use this to draft your Risk and Control Matrix.

MRM Style Guide

This style guide was developed to help you write effective model documentation.

Plain Language Guide

This guide, published by the U.S. Government, will help you refine your language and write easier to understand text.

Model Documentation Template

DOCUMENT VERSION CONTROL
Record changes that have been made since the last published version. The version number of the document should be updated after each official release for review or
signoff.
Version:

Date:

Description:

Editor Name:

1.0

7/17/19

Initial Draft

Paula Miller

1.1
1.2
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